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FOREWORD
As Elvis Costello is said to have said, writing about music is like dancing about architecture. Well, writing a manual about shooting,
lighting, and editing video for the web surely falls into a similar category. Obviously, one could devote a lifetime to these pursuits and
never master them. To think we could do that in a single “manual” is foolhardy at best. Far from comprehensive, the goal of this
document is simply to plant some stakes in the ground about the most basic technical aspects of shooting video. It’s up to those of you in
the field to do the experimenting that’s required to take it to the next level … and the next … and the next. It is geared for toward the
novice shooter, but can be utilized by anyone with a role in the digital video game who wants to know more – that means managers, the
folks hiring the talent, anyone visiting a set or overseeing a crew for the first time, and anyone looking for a new perspective. We hope
you find it helpful, and if your experiences differ, please don’t hesitate to send an email to jrosenthal@entercom.com for incorporation into
future revisions of the document. The more knowledge we have feeding the system, the better. Happy shooting!
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I. KITOVERVIEW

Camera

Tripod

Your Canon HV30 Vixia is a highlyregarded HDV camera capable of
recording either standard or high
definition video to mini-DV tapes. It’s a
lightweight, small unit that can capture
a variety of high-def imagery: It can
record HD at 24p for a “cinematic” look,
at 1080i for a higher resolution image,
and it can also record HD at 30p, which
is an ideal setting for the web. (See
shooting tips below for more about
these settings). It has an image
stabilization feature and can
accommodate on-board lights and a
shotgun microphone powered directly
from the camera battery. Note: The
microphone mini-jack will require an
adapter to accommodate your wireless
microphone system.

The Bogen /
Manfrotto 728B Digi
is a lightweight and
durable tripod that
allows for quick
setup.
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Lighting
You have two1000-watt lights, each with a white umbrella for
diffusion and a “barndoor” for additional control. Together
these create a nice soft light for in-studio interviews and
performances. They can also be quite bright and are great
for lighting a green screen.

Portable Light
Note: Because lighting conditions change when you are not in the studio we
recommend always bringing along a small clip light that can mount on to your
camera or can be held in your hand when you are on location. The light that is
built in to your camera is inadequate for all but the most limited situations.
See appendix for our recommendation..
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I. KITOVERVIEW
CONTINUED

Microphones
Green Screen
Your green screen is the key to being able to manipulate your
studio backgrounds. When properly lit it it’s easy to import video
and still imagery to spice up your productions.

Digital Audio recorder
The Zoom H4 Handy Recorder allows you to record
.wav files and mp3s with its two studio-quality
internal mics. It’s basically a high-tech tape
recorder with quality digital recording capability for
recording concerts or interviews. It also accepts the
wireless microphone included in your kit.
Note: When shooting video, we recommend always
recording audio to the camera. Use the H4 as a
backup or for audio-only recording. You can also
hook the H4 up to the mixing board at a concert and
get the live stereo mix via XLR cable.
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The Shure PG188 / PG185 Dual Wireless Bodypack / Lapel mic system
sends a signal from a wireless collar mic back to the receiver, which
plugs into your Canon camera or the H4 field recorder. Excellent sound
can be captured with these as long as the batteries are always fresh –
low batteries create distortion.

XLR to Mini-Jack Adapter
Note: Since your camera has a mini jack and the
Shure system outputs are either XLR or ¼”, you will
need an adapter like the one pictured at right.

Adobe CS 3
A world-class production package
containing Photoshop, Illustrator,
After Effects and other key
software components. Most
important, it includes the video
editing package Premiere.
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BEGINNING TECHNIQUES

II. SHOOTING

When it comes to learning how shoot there’s no substitute for actually doing it. That said, there’s one thing you should absolutely do before you start
experimenting: Read your owner’s manual. Clunky as they are, there is no better way to get to know how to use and maintain your new gear. So grab
yourself a latte and a comfortable chair and get to know this new equipment before you’re in a panic mode with a multi-platinum artist watching you flip,
fumble, and freak out. Run through all key menus, practice adjusting settings manually, and shoot lots of sample footage. It’s important that you start
with the right foundation, so get to know the equipment on your own terms and timeline. You’ll be glad you did.
Lost your manual? Grab a PDF Here*

A few beginning shooting tips:
Automatic for the people. Practice aside, if you are a novice shooter, we strongly recommend that you reduce variables in the shoot: Go with auto focus, auto
aperture and auto white-balance.
Your tripod has more legs than you. Unless you’re in a “run-and-gun” situation (walking down a street with an artist, grabbing them for a one-liner in a crowd,
moving in a party setting, etc.), always use a tripod for your artist interviews. And any time you are shooting a close-up and are more than 10 feet away, always
use your tripod. Otherwise, your shot is going to be shaky.
Avoid using too many camera moves. Zooming in and out haphazardly usually looks shoddy and excess camera motion can be jarring to the viewer. Let your
subject matter, your backgrounds, your questions, and your editing create the energy, not your camera moves.
For single-subject interviews, a 3/4 angle is best (with subject set to the right of the frame looking to their right) unless you’re doing a shout-out or drop. Then a
full-frontal shot is appropriate. (See examples below.)
Pay very close attention to your framing. Put only what’s necessary into your shot. Eliminate the empty space around your subject, but don’t get so close that
you’re claustrophobic. (See examples below.)
Your camera is the “eyes of the viewer,” and as such it should generally be at eye-level, not angled up or down.
If possible, encourage your subjects to wear clothing that’s not striped or checkered -- and not black or white. Video has a tough time with these.

Try to eliminate large banners and station branding from your set, since we may want to syndicate this content across our network. You can always add the
branding in post-production.
Set your camera at 30p. The 30 stands for 30 frames per second and the “p” stands for progressive, which means that each frame is rendered as a complete
image rather than as a partial (or interlaced) image. This setting is designed specifically to maintain quality when your files get compressed, or made smaller, for
the web. The resulting video will be high-definition at a16:9 aspect ratio. Put another way, the source video will be highly detailed and in wide-screen format.
o Note: To locate the 30p setting, hit the small FUNC (for “Function”) button and then scroll down using your “SET” joystick to REC/IN
SETUP. Click on “HD Standard” (the default) and then scroll to “HDV30” and hit SET button. It will ask if you want to switch. Answer “yes.”
* http://www.usa.canon.com/consumer/controller?act=ModelInfoAct&fcategoryid=177&modelid=16206#DownloadDetailAct
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II. SHOOTING
FRAMING EXAMPLES

CONTINUED

Proper framing for a band.

Proper framing for an artist interview. (CMT)

Proper framing for a shout-out/drop or video blog.
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(When you can’t go with a multi-camera shoot
and all members have to be in frame.)
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II. SHOOTING
FRAMING EXCEPTIONS

When an interesting background justifies a
slightly wider shot.
(From VH1)

CONTINUED

An example of extreme close-up. It’s framed too tight for
a typical interview, but this technique can be used when
the situation calls for it – to create intensity, etc.
(From My Damn Channel)

The bottom line: Stay simple, get a number of solid shoots under your belt, and
then move on to more advanced techniques and manual settings.

Proprietary and Confidential
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III. LOCATION SCOUTING
& LOGISTICS
Preparation often makes the difference between a smooth and easy shoot, and a chaotic one that ends up looking and sounding subpar. Whenever
possible, go to your location the day before (or even a few hours before) and do a “location scout.” Figure out where you’re going to stage gear, where
you’ll find power, where you are going to shoot interviews, who your contact is inside the venue, what your best camera angles are, and where you’ll get
good sound (minimal interference from street noise or concert noise). Since video is primarily a visual medium, backgrounds count. Find something
visually interesting (a mixing console, a view of the city, a neon sign, even clouds from a rooftop) as a background against which to shoot your interview,
and someplace quiet enough to get the good sound. If there’s a green room, get there early and set up. Use the vintage guitar on the wall as a
background rather than the deli platter.

The crew found a cool mural to use a backdrop for
this Health interview. (Here is a case where a slow
zoom would be appropriate, but this is a fine
establishing shot.) (Pitchfork)

For this interview with David Byrne, the interview
was planned for one of Byrne’s installations, which
provided many compelling backdrops for the shoot.
(Pitchfork)

For this interview with earthy rockers Fleet Foxes,
the interview was shot in a creekbed. (Pitchfork)

And a housekeeping note: Label your tapes in advance so you’re not scrambling and losing track. Write the info on the tape
case spine and on the tape label. A conventional labeling system goes like this: Camera A Tape 1, Camera B Tape 1, Camera A
Tape 2, etc. Label the tape with the date and the subject of the shoot as well as which tape has the lav mic and which tape has
the shotgun mic, if applicable. Write the name of the camera operator on the tape. After you are done shooting, always slide the
record-inhibit tab (the little plastic tab on the spine of the cassette) so it is open, so no one can record over your valuable source
media.
Proprietary and Confidential
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IV. LIGHTING
Good lighting equals good video. Obviously, lighting is a science
as well as an art about which volumes have been written. At
best we can give a brief overview here. You have two good lights
in your kit. One of your 1K lights with the shoot-through umbrella
is plenty for a single-person interview. For two or more people,
use both lights, and aim one at each person with each light
positioned around five feet away and angled slightly down. (You
can try the barn door on your second light, but we strongly
recommend getting a second white umbrella for lighting
evenness.)
Set the lights up high enough up so that they don’t make a
shadow on the back wall. If it’s looking too bright, simply walk the
lights back from the subject until it looks good. Try turning off any
overhead fluorescents.
For examples of some basic lighting setups, see the next slides:
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IV. LIGHTING
CONTINUED

Here’s a good single-light setup for a solo artist
with the interviewer off-camera.
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If you want your host on-camera with the artist, try
this set-up. (Note: If more than two subjects you
may want to go to the set-up shown in next slide.)
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IV. LIGHTING
CONTINUED

For bands of three or more members,
consider this type of layout.
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If you have a background you’d like to light, you can
set the light with barndoors up behind your subject and
use the dimmer to get some depth and detail. Or, try a
colored gel (SEE CAUTIONARY NOTE ABOVE). You
can also try a reflector set on a C-stand to add fill light
and eliminate shadows.
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IV. LIGHTING
EXAMPLES

Some simple backlighting adds depth and
boosts the mood for the already moody Coldplay.
(AOL Music)
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Though Sheryl was shot in a dark barn, she is lit quite naturally.
(People.com)
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IV. LIGHTING
EXAMPLES

Look at this inspired use of
light during a shoot of Glen
Campbell from AOL
Sessions. While this type
of stage lighting is beyond
the 2 lights we have in our
kits, it’s worth showing
just how impactful light can
be, even in a web setting

Proprietary and Confidential
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IV. LIGHTING
CONTINUED

More Light Is Rarely a Bad Thing:

Another important thing to keep in mind is that daylight shoots often require additional lighting as well. Your subject might be in a darkened stairwell,
under an awning, or in the shade of a building. You should always have a clip light or handheld light to help in these situations. You can also use a
“bounce” to reflect sunlight to get rid of shadows on your subject’s face.

Portable reflectors for fill light.

This interview of the Black Keys would
have benefited from another light
source. (Pitchfork)

This backstage interview with Clive Davis and
Leona Lewis would have been a complete loss
without extra lighting. (Blender)
Clip Light.

A note on safety: Lights mean electricity and extreme heat, which are no joking matter. Always use a good sturdy pair of work gloves when
handling film lights that have been plugged in for any amount of time. Let them cool down for a while before moving them to reduce the risk of
breaking hot bulbs. If you do blow a bulb, always unplug the light before changing a bulb. NEVER touch a film light bulb with a bare hand, use a
cloth or your T-shirt; oils from your hand coat the bulb and can cause them to explode when they get hot.
Always plug them into a surge protected power strip that goes into the wall. Be aware of overloading circuits. Circuits tend to run on different
walls, so plug half your lights in to a strip on one side of the room, the other half on the other. Know where the circuit breaker is when setting up.
Light stands should be sandbagged or taped down to the floor, especially when the light stand is extended above 5 feet.
Tape down your extension cords and light cords, especially when they are in the way of foot traffic.
Proprietary and Confidential
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V. GREEN SCREEN
SHOOTING
Your kit came with a green
screen, which enables you to
replace your background with
stills or footage. A green screen
must be evenly lit to work. No
harsh shadows can fall on the
green or it won’t pull out evenly
when it is “keyed out” in post
production. When shooting
green screen there are two
lighting tasks that are required:
lighting the green screen and
lighting the subject. Try putting
your subject, the camera, and the
screen equidistantly apart (your
subject five feet from the screen,
the camera five feet from the
subject.) Watch out for “spill” -- if
the green is reflecting or
“spilling” on to the subject the
process won’t work. If this is the
case, move your subject 10 feet
from screen, and keep the
camera five feet from subject.
Obviously your subject cannot
wear green; if this is the case use
a chroma blue back drop.

Funny stuff from
Andrew Halliday
films on YouTube.
Proprietary and Confidential

For the green screen, you will definitely need to
experiment to get good results. But you can start
with a set-up like this. The subject is away from
the wall to reduce shadows, and the lights are
positioned to hit the subject as well as the screen.
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VI. SOUNDRECORDING
Sound often gets treated like the redheaded step-child (no offense to redheads) when it comes to video. In truth, sound is just as important as
image. Your camera’s mic (aka “on-board” mic) should always be your last option, as they are usually of very poor quality. Your two wireless
“lav” mics, however, make a strong, clean audio signal that will transmit back to your camera via the wireless receiver. Make sure to listen to
your mics through a good set of headphones and watch the levels in the camera eyepiece or on-screen to make sure the signal does not peak.
Audio that’s too loud distorts and is unusable, a great way to ruin an otherwise stellar day of shooting. If you are putting the mic on a person,
listen for the rustling sound of clothing rubbing on the mic before you start rolling tape, and make adjustments.
LAVALIER MICS: These are known as “lapel,” “lav,” or “collar” mics, and for using these. People generally
want to hide them for aesthetic reasons, but you should never do so if it will compromise your sound quality. In
general, try to hide the microphone wire if you can, even if the mic can still be seen. (Seeing a collar mic clipped
to a tie or a collar never killed anybody that we’re aware of.) The beauty of these mics is that they primarily catch
the sound of the person they are clipped to unlike a shotgun mic (hence the name), which grabs everything,
including overpowering background noise. Crafty sound people have been known to hide lav mics in plants, tape
them to mirrors and paintings, whatever it takes to get the job done. Wherever you put them, be aware of clothes
(or pesky plant leaves) rustling against them. You should hand the subject a mic and ask them to run the wire
up their own shirt, thus avoiding awkward intimacy with sweaty strangers. Important note: Fresh batteries are
crucial in the transmitter and mic itself. A weak battery can send a signal with unexplained interference.

And you will need an XLR-to-mini converter
to attach the main unit to your camera.

Your Shure lavalier kit is exceptionally
easy to use. Just make sure you are
using the same channel on both the
transmitter and receiver.

Proprietary and Confidential
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VI. SOUNDRECORDING
MORE RECORDING OPTIONS
SHOTGUN MIC: If you are outside the studio (at a concert, nightclub, party, pretty
much anywhere you need to be hands-free), a shotgun microphone is strongly
recommended. It can pick up much more than your onboard mic, and overall sound
quality is excellent. We recommend a battery operated Rode with a shock mount
and battery power (see appendix). Keep in mind that if it’s dark you will need a shoe
extender so that you can fit both the shotgun and your external light. (Again, see
appendix.)

HANDHELD MIC: You can also hook up a standard microphone
(with an XLR-to-mini jack adapter) and do roving-reporter style
interviews. We recommend Shure VP64A field mic shown in the
appendix.

MONITORING: You should set your camera so that the audio meter shows up in your
viewfinder (Manual page ) A good set of “cans” or headphones is crucial. What you hear is what
you get. If it sounds clear in the cans, that’s how it will be when you go to edit. The most common
problem with sound is blowing out. If your levels are “in the red” or sound at all distorted, change
one variable at a time: turn down the inputs, if it still blows out, turn down your mic. Get it dialed in
before the subject gets there, saving valuable time with your star. If it is a little low, but clean, and
you are out of time, just leave it alone. Constantly turning sound up and down during your shoot
will make audio post-production unbearable. Your audio monitors can be set to show in the camera
viewfinder. (Check that manual, page 61!)

Proprietary and Confidential
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VII. EDITING
Cutting Interviews:

PRINCIPLES

Good editing can make the worst video watchable and good footage great. In many cases you’ll be working
with interviews, so we’ll start with that. The first thing you want to do is use your interview footage to create
the “spine” of your video by cutting together a “radio edit” – meaning cut your piece as if the audio was the
only thing that mattered. Put the sound bites together in the most economical way you can such that you
can still “tell your story.” Less is more.
Then take all the footage you have – your event footage, live performance shots, stock footage, music
videos, still images and “b –roll” (footage that is not the primary interview or event coverage often filmed by
a second camera, camera “b”, hence the term) to bridge (or make connections between) your edits. Text
screens can also be used to bridge edits and set up a video piece. The idea is to use your complementary
footage to create visual diversity (rather than look at a talking head for a minute straight) and to illustrate
points (the band was talking about the raucous crowd and you have raucous crowd footage). Your extra
footage can run on top of the interview (the discussion continues as the new imagery appears), or it can be
laid in whole. You’ll have to experiment and see what feels right. It’s all about rhythm.
Oscar Time.

Cutting Spontaneous Footage:
If your video piece is spontaneous, for example a prank, you probably won’t
have interview footage to cut to, so keep it lean and mean. Shorter is better
and funnier. Try editing to the beat of some background music; it’s the oldest
trick in an editor’s book. Every cut should happen on a beat in the song. (If
you have no rhythm and have some facility with the editing software, you can
go into the audio waveform and find the snare hits or bass drum kicks etc by
their shape in the waveform. They are very visible in the audio wave form as
a unique repeating spike. Make an edit on every [or every other] place you
see a hit on the audio waveform. You’ll magically have rhythm. Cut on a
snare hit or cow bell. You’re suddenly cutting like Thelma Schoonmaker.
Note on importing your video from the camera: The cable that came with
the camera is a USB wire for still pictures only. You will need to buy a
Firewire cable to make the connection between your camera and software
for video.
Proprietary and Confidential

Thelma Schoonmaker.
You could be her.
Photo copyright Lester Cohen,
WireImage
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VII. EDITING
LOWER-THIRDS

Using Chyrons or “Lower Thirds”

When you’re creating video and close to your subjects it’s easy to forget your audience isn’t always in the know. As a result, we often forget to use identifiers, or chyrons
(pronounced “ky-rons”), when we create our clips. It’s important to identify our subjects and hosts, and to provide relevant information about topics, locations, source
material, and time stamps where relevant -- even if you think it’s obvious.

This Virgin Radio slideshow noted
who the audio narrator was.

Usage Notes:

CNN shows that it’s a live event, titles the
clip, and includes a location as well. Note
station logo at lower right.

• Generally speaking, there are few time s that it’s not a good idea to use a chyron. Exceptions would be if you are
deliberately creating mystery, a subject’s identity has already been well established in clip, or if the location is
exceptionally obvious (e.g. The exterior of the White House.)

Fox includes a time stamp and
personal identifier. Again, note
branding at right.

• Typically, you fade or dissolve in a chyron immediately when your subject or location is first introduced in a piece.
You can fade it out after a few seconds. If you return to a subject or location already introduced in a piece, it is not
necessary to add another chyron.
• Chyrons can also be used for photo or video attributions if you reference someone else’s material.
• Create your chyrons in Adobe Premier using “Titles,” and in FinalCut using “Text Generators.”
Proprietary and Confidential
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VII. EDITING
Cutting for the Web:

SEGMENTATION

Generally speaking, short pieces play well on the web. Of course there are exceptions, but you should strive to cut your piece into individually titled clips that can “stand
on their own.” If you have 12 minutes of footage, see if you can break it into six two-minutes pieces. That doesn’t mean force a square peg into a round hole, but see if
there are separate topics or stories that can be broken out. You then have given your audience more choices, you’ve given yourself more chances to write a killer
headline, and you’ve created more opportunities for pre-roll ads. It’s a win-win-win!
Brightcove provides a couple of interesting ways to present this type of segmented content, as shown below:

Compact Tabbed Navigation 2.0

Thumbnail Navigation 2.0

Note: In Brightcove 2.0 these segments of video are called “Titles.” So each short video segment would be entered into the Brightcove
system as a “Title” with its own attendant information (description, tagging, etc.) The titles are then arranged into “Lineups” or playlists,
which appear in the thumbnail area to the right of the main view window in both examples above.

Proprietary and Confidential
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VIII. EXPORTING
FROM YOUR EDITING PROGRAM
When you’re done with your edits, you need to export the source video segments from your editing program (e.g. Adobe
CS3, FinalCut, iMovie, etc.) into a format that the Brightcove System can work with.
When using the Brightcove PublishPod system, you can export to one of the following formats:

• QuickTime
• AVI (Windows only)
• WMV (Windows only)
• MPEG-1
• MPEG-2
• MPEG-4 (Macintosh Only)
Source videos should use minimal compression. Uncompressed or mildly compressed production codecs such as H.264,
DV, HDV, DVCPRO, etc. are recommended.
You will find that settings (and results) vary from system to system, and a fair amount of experimentation is required to get
optimal results.
Don’t get frustrated!
If you have any questions, please see http://studio.brightcove.com/library/help/publishpod.cfm
Or contact Dan Muzyka (dmuzyka@entercom.com) in Portland for further information.
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VIII. EXPORTING
BRIGHTCOVE RECOMMENDS
The following is the latest export setting recommendation from Brightcove. It is intended for use
with the upcoming version Brightcove 3.0, but it works with current versions as well:
Our Brightcove contacts recommends using a high bitrate source file, in H264 when possible: 1500kbps (1.5Mbps), 30 frames per
second, 1 keyframe per seconds, 128kbps stereo audio (4:3 frame size - 1024w x 768h, 16:9 frame size - 1024w x 576h). This offers a
high quality H264 source file at a lower file size and ensures that if you choose to use our dynamic delivery with multiple renditions,
we'll create all four FLV renditions.
Bit Rate

Description

1.5Mbps
900kbps
512kbps
360kbps

full screen, high bit rate
full screen, medium bit rate
small screen, high bit rate
small screen, default bit rate

Without knowing specifically which versions of iMovie, Premiere and FinalCut our team is using, they can only speculate on the
available export options. In any case, it would be a good rule of thumb to use the following (same a above) as the minimum source file
spec's: 1500kbps (1.5Mbps), 30 frames per second, 1 keyframe per seconds, 128kbps stereo audio (4:3 frame size - 1024w x 768h,
16:9 frame size - 1024w x 576h)
The following URL is a great bookmark for determining ideal frame dimensions for flash video playback: http://labs.influxis.com/?p=6
Note: When customizing a Brightcove player size, you'll need to account for the player buffer on either side of the playback window and
the height of the toolbar. For example, if your desired video resolution for a given player is 512w x 288h, your player would be size:
518w x 340h. Here's the overview on this point: http://studio.brightcove.com/library/help/resize_player.cfm
Two more pertinent URLs for your consideration:
- iMovie export to H264:
http://www.reely.com/darren/Guides/iMovie%20Export%20Guide/
- H264 article out of Final Cut using compressor:
http://www.kenstone.net/fcp_homepage/compressor_h-264_movies_fcp.html
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IX. TRANSCODING
FOR THE BRIGHTCOVE SYSTEM
Once you are done editing and exporting your files from your editing program, you’ll need to transcode them to Flash Video format (FLV) so that
they will display in the Brightcove system. As you probably know, your final files video must be FLVs in order for you to manipulate them in the
Brightcove Console.

Brightcove PublishPod

Choose Resolution:
• Once your file is imported into PublishPod, you can choose either 480x360
(for standard 4:3 aspect ratio) or 480x270 (for wide-screen 16:9 aspect ratio).
• If you’re using the more compact player you can also select from two
smaller sizes: 320x240 (standard) and 320x180 (wide).
Note: If your resulting FLV looks squished or stretched, there’s a good bet the
aspect ratio is wrong, so re-upload the file with a different settingand see what
you get.
• Set data rate to 500kbps.

• Set Encoding to “Better Quality.”
• Deinterlace: On (Though if you shot in 30P, you can leave Deinterlace off
since your video is already not interlaced.)

• Hit “Start Processing.”
Note: To remove letterbox on a Macintosh system, set PublishPod
resolution to “480 X270 (16:9)” and then set “Crop 4:3 to
16:9 TV Safe” Voila!

If you have any questions, see the Brightcove links on the next slide or contact
Dan Muzyka (dmuzyka@entercom.com) in Portland for further information.

Proprietary and Confidential
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X. SAMPLE SETTINGS
IMOVIE HD (6.0.3)

In user testing, we found that the following settings worked well:
Sized 4:3

Sized 16:9

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compression: H.264
Frame Rate: 30
Key Frame: 1
Quality: High
Kbits/sec.: 1500
Frame Re-Order: Y
Encoding mode: Best (Multi-pass)
Size: Custom 1024 x 768
Preserve aspect ratio using letterbox: Y
Deinterlace source: Y

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compression: H.264
Frame Rate: 30
Key Frame: 1
Quality: High
Kbps: 1500
Frame Re-Order: Y
Encoding mode: Best (Multi-pass)
Size: Custom 1024 x 576
Preserve aspect ratio using letterbox: Y
Deinterlace source: Y

Sound: Mono / 16kHz

Sound: Mono / 16kHz

PublishPod:
All Default Settings

1024x768 size with letterbox on if
required during export resulted in a nicelooking letterboxed player.

Proprietary and Confidential

Best

PublishPod:
All default settings except
Resolution set to: “480x270 (16:9)”

1024x576 size with letterbox if
required on resulted in a nice-looking
non-letterboxed player
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X. SAMPLE SETTINGS
FINAL CUT EXPRESS HD (3.5.1)

In user testing, we found that the following settings worked well:
Sized 4:3

Sized 16:9

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compression: H.264
Frame Rate: 30
Key Frame: 1
Quality: High
Kbps: 1500
Frame Re-Order: Y
Encoding mode: Best (Multi-pass)
Size: Custom --1024 x 768
Preserve aspect ratio using letterbox: Y
Deinterlace source: Y
Prepare for Internet Streaming: N

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compression: H.264
Frame Rate: 30
Key Frame: 1
Quality: High
Kbps: 1500
Frame Re-Order: Y
Encoding mode: Best (Multi-pass)
Size: Custom --1024 x 576
Preserve aspect ratio using letterbox: Y
Deinterlace source: Y
Prepare for Internet Streaming: N

Sound: Mono / 16kHz

Sound: Mono / 16kHz

PublishPod:
All Default Settings

The 1024x768 size resulted in a nicelooking letterboxed player.

PublishPod:
All Default Settings

The 1024x576 size with preserve aspect
ratio on resulted in a nice-looking
letterboxed player.
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X. SAMPLE SETTINGS
ADOBE PREMIERE CS3
In user testing, we found that the following settings worked well:

Best

Sized 4:3

Sized 16:9

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compressor: H.264
Color Depth: Millions of Colors
Frame Size: 1024 x 768
Frame Rate: 30
Pixel Aspect Ratio: Square Pixels (1.0)
Quality: High
Data Rate: Recompress / Maintain
Key Frame: N/A
Deinterlace Video: Y

File Type: Quicktime Movie
Compressor: H.264
Color Depth: Millions of Colors
Frame Size: 1024 x 576
Frame Rate: 30
Pixel Aspect Ratio: Square Pixels (1.0)
Quality: High
Data Rate: Recompress / Maintain
Key Frame: N/A
Deinterlace Video: Y

Sound: Mono / 16kHz / 16 Bit

Sound: Mono / 16kHz / 16 Bit

PublishPod:
All Default Settings

The 1024x768 size resulted in a nicelooking letterboxed player.

PublishPod:
All default settings except
Resolution set to: “480x270 (16:9)”
The 1024x576 size resulted in a nicelooking non-letterboxed player.
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X. SAMPLE SETTINGS
ADOBE PREMIERE CS3 - TIPS

Choose H.264 from Compressor Menu.

Deinterlace Video Footage.
Note other settings as well.
Your Adobe Manual Online
http://livedocs.adobe.com/en_US/PremierePro/3.0/premierepro_cs3_help.pdf
Adobe Tech Support Online
http://www.adobe.com/support/premiere/

Add size 1024 x 768 or 1024 x 576 depending on 4:3 (normal)
or 16:9 (wide) ratio desired. Set to “Square Pixels.” Note
other settings as well.

Lower sample rate, type, and channels if your clip is not
music. Note other settings as well.
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AND YOU'RE OFF!
Go forth, experiment, have fun. We can’t wait to see what you come up with!
MANUALS
Your Canon Manual Online:
http://www.usa.canon.com/consumer/controller?act=ModelInfoAct&fcategoryid=177&modelid=16206#DownloadDetailAct
Your Adobe Manual Online
http://livedocs.adobe.com/en_US/PremierePro/3.0/premierepro_cs3_help.pdf
Adobe Tech Support Online
http://www.adobe.com/support/premiere/
Shure Lavaliers Kit Manual Online
http://www.shure.com/stellent/groups/public/@gms_gmi_web_ug/documents/web_resource/us_pro_pgwireless_en_ug.pdf
Entercom Digital: For More on Your Kit
http://www.entercomdigital.com/pages/2153726.php?noCache=1
BRIGHTCOVE LINKS
Compression Recommendations:
http://studio.brightcove.com/library/help/encode_flash_video.cfm
About PublishPod
http://studio.brightcove.com/library/help/publishpod.cfm
Sample Templates
http://studio.brightcove.com/library/help/overview_player_templates.cfm
Brightcove Admin
http://admin.brightcove.com/console
EXAMPLES
Pitchfork Videos: For creative use of backgrounds and locations.
http://pitchfork.tv/
AOL Sessions: For lighting, editing, and general production values.
http://music.aol.com/sessions/latest
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XI. APPENDIX
RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
Shotgun Microphone
Why: We are losing critical audio in outside settings since cannot use lavs (AC only) and camera mic is
very weak.
Model: Rode Shotgun Mic with Shock Mount
Cost: $149
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/363083REG/Rode_VIDEOMIC_VideoMic_Camera_Mounted.html
ENG/field Mic For Camera Mini-Jack Input
Why: See above, but for artist interviews
Model: Shure VP64A - Omni Dynamic Handheld Mic
Cost: $78
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/157395-REG/Shure_VP64A_VP64A_Omni_Dynamic.html
Portable Light
Why: On-board light inadequate for outside-the-studio shoots
Model: Canon VL-1
Cost: $95
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/541714-REG/Bescor__KLK_624DK1_On_Camera_Light.html

Hot Shoe Extension
Why: Allows you to mount both the microphone and portable light for settings such as dark nightclubs
Model: Rycote 037303
Cost: $25
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/407098REG/Rycote_037303_037303_Hot_Shoe_Extension.html
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XI. APPENDIX
6’ XLR-Mini Converter Cable (QTY 2)
Why: No other way to hook up lavalier transmitter to our camera
Model: XLRJ-MP-6EXF
Cost: $10
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/133643REG/Comprehensive_XLRJ_MP_6EXF_Mini_Male_to_3_Pin.html

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT

Colored Gels
Why: Provides compelling background colors (USE WITH GREAT CARE; THEY CAN MELT)
Model: Bogen / Manfrotto Vivid Colors Filter Pack FP213
Cost: $18
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/218771REG/Bogen_Manfrotto_CI_FP213_Vivid_Colors_Filter_Pack.html

Wooden Clothespins
Why: Attach filter gels to light barn doors
Model: GBCP50
Cost: $3
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/221600REG/General_Brand_GS4850SM_Clothes_Pins.html
Secondary Umbrella
Why: Even studio lighting for bands and for green screen screens
Model: 4012 40” white
Cost: $24
Vendor: JTL
http://www.jtl-lighting.com/umbrellas.html
Firewire Cable
Why: Was not included in kit and is required to connect camera to your computer for editing.
Model: Make sure you get the right one for your computer.
Cost: About $10
Vendor: Bhphotovideo
Proprietary and Confidential
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”

Working Title: “Why I’m In Radio”
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player
What It Is: A short first-person video blog presented by a local PD or on-air talent about why they
decided to get into radio. The idea here is to capitalize on one of radio’s major differentiating
strengths: real people with a deep love of music. Pandora and iTunes Genius are cool – but
ultimately “the machine” can’t replace the close relationship between a radio station and its
fans. Talk about when you first knew you were going into the field. What turned you on to radio.
How you got your first break. If you are comfortable with video editing, try to work in some old
photos and any other assets that can round out the experience.
Frequency: One-time content, but could be presented in parts. Cycle through your staff monthly,
perhaps.
Estimated Length: 2 minutes
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”
Working Title: “The Town Crier”
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player
What It Is: On-air talent video blogs about best local restaurants (get specific: best
thin-crust pizza, best hummus, best cheeseburger, best French onion soup, best
salsa), local music, seasonal events, cool festivals, architectural gems, museums,
unique shopping excursions, sample sales, charity events, historical facts, sporting
events, “local heroes,” and so on. In other words, what makes your community great?
Local radio is in a unique and powerful position to help its listeners enjoy their lives
and find fulfillment – come up with an editorial calendar and present as a combination
of standalone items of interest, tips for the week, and even weave in guest interviews
as you get more comfortable with the format.
Frequency: Weekly
Estimated Length: 2 minutes
Note: Use common sense regarding any potential sales conflicts. For example, don’t
talk about the local Honda dealership when you’re running Toyota ads.
Note: Any guests on your show will need to sign a new one-page release form.
Contact Andrew Sutor in legal with any questions.
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”

Working Title: “Weekly Recap” or “Week in Review” or “Weekly
Rewind” or “Weekly Distill” (format-relevant names)
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player
What It Is: One of the beautiful things about the web is the way we can repackage our great on-air (and on-line) content and present a new and valuable
angle on the source material with relative ease and speed (no need to fire up
printing presses or fight for scanty air time). Pick out your funniest morning show
bits, talk about the songs that made it into “5 at 5,” present snippets of your best
interviews, replay a funny skit or prank, talk about the results of your latest online
poll, highlight a contest or promotion, recap local news, and promote what’s
coming up next week.

Frequency: Weekly
Estimated Length: 2 minutes
Note: If you’re going to excerpt songs, play just enough so viewers know what
you’re talking about. (10 seconds or less)
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”

Working Title: “APB WXYZ” or “You Tell Us”
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player / Email Form
What It Is: The idea behind this is a really short “call for
submissions” that can be parlayed into on-air and/or web
content. Users click a link and they hear station talent requesting
things such as “favorite prom songs,” “desert island top 5,” “best
songs to rake leaves to,” “dedications to your boss,” “three songs
for your ex,” and so on. At the end of the video, the talent directs
the user to fill out a short email form and listen at such and such
a time for the results.
Frequency: Weekly
Estimated Length: 30 seconds
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”

Working Title: “24 in 2.4”
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player
What It Is: A mini-documentary that highlights a day in the life (24 hours in
2.4 minutes) of the PD or on-air talent at your station. By providing a window
into the life of our talent we can bolster the already strong relationships we
have between talent and the audience. This doesn’t mean you need to get
confessional and share anything you’re not comfortable with. Everyone has
different comfort levels with privacy. But if you’re comfortable with it, this can
be a fun way to connect with listeners and deepen the bond with our on-air
programming.
Frequency: One-time mini-doc for multiple station personalities.
Length: 2.4 minutes.
Note: Anyone not on station staff will need to fill out a new one-page
release form – this includes spouses, children, significant others, friends,
etc. Contact Andrew Sutor in legal with any questions.
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XI. APPENDIX
“TAKE-OUT MENU PREVIEW”
Working Title: “The WXYZ Talent Triumph” or “Quirkmeister General”
(depends on your angle)
Format: Video Blog
Presentation: Brightcove Player
What It Is: Is there someone at your station who’s intriguing or has unusual “star-power”?
Could be an engineer, an assistant, your on-air talent, the head of ad sales, the intern –
anyone who’s quirky and compelling. Maybe there’s someone with a great voice, a rodeo
champion, a weekend sculptor, a part-time comic, a math genius, a dancer, a mimic,
someone with a trick-performing dog, and so forth. With the right context, this can be a fun
feature that spotlights the depth and behind-the-scenes talent at your station. With proper
release forms, we could even loop in the copier repair man, that sort of thing.
Frequency: Bi-weekly or monthly, depending on who’s available.
Length: 2-5 minutes
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EXTRA CREDIT
Another Word About Camera Settings:
The selections in this menu control the “video standard” (or type of video) you’re shooting as well as the aspect ratio
(or proportions of screen). Now, as mentioned earlier, your camera can shoot in Standard or High-Definition (HD)
mode. When you’re shooting in HD, as you may know, you can capture extremely detailed images that can be blown
up very large and still look clear and crisp.
In standard mode, images get fuzzier when you make them larger because they have less resolution. In standard DV
mode, you can shoot in either “Wide” or “Normal” format. Normal is a little boxier like traditional TV, with a 4:3 ratio (the
numbers detail the relationship between the height and width of your screen). And wide looks, well, a little wider, with a
16:9 ratio. In high-definition (or HD) mode, everything you shoot is automatically in 16:9 (or wide) ratio. Within HD, you
can set the camera to film at regular HD, or 24p or 30p. The number refers to frames per second and the p stands for
progressive, versus interlaced (that’s where the “i” comes from in a number like 1080i; the 1080 refers horizontal lines
of resolution). For rather complicated reasons, the 24p setting looks “like film” (a generous description) and 30p works
well for the web. As you can tell, this is an area where it’s easy to “go down a rabbit hole,” so our recommendation is to
start with 30p for your web videos. But also experiment with different settings and see what you get.
And…
If you want to know more about any what you’ve read here, want to experiment with different shooting styles (for
example multiple cameras) or editing, or simply have comments on anything you’ve read, please send a note to
jrosenthal@entercom.com.
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